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brain lesions associated 284
chronic mild 183
classic episodes 67
depression alternating see bipolar I disorder
depression with in mixed state 65–8, 72–3, 80
see also mixed states
“depressive” 24
dysphoric 66, 67, 69, 80
definition 70
norepinephrine levels 288
eldery see elderly
etymology 4, 5
euphoric (pure) 66, 67
lithium treatment 350
full-blown 43–5
GABA system role 297
historical concepts 175, 177–8, 316
Classical period 2, 3, 4, 177–8
nineteenth century 178–84, 191
hypomania differentiation 48 (table)
inhibited 24
late-onset in elderly 162
long latency in elderly 156, 162
mild see hypomania; hypomania
mixed see mania, dysphoric; mixed states
monopolar, early description 11
in old age see elderly
postmanic depression 319, 327–8
primary role in cycling 319
pseudo-unipolar, panic disorder
comorbidity 220
puerperal 130
schizophrenia comorbidity 118
secondary 154, 159, 162, 223
sequence of cycles see cyclicity
severe, concept 80–1
symptoms 24
thought disorders 24, 69
treatment
carbamazepine 359–60
lithium 349–50
lithium and lag time 294–5
tamoxifen 290–1, 290 (table)
valproate 297, 362–3
see also carbamazepine; lithium; mood stabilizers
treatment-resistant, clozapine use 379
unipolar 12, 157
unproductive 22, 23
vascular 161
very mild see hyperthymia
mania-depression-free interval course
(MDI) 324–5, 328
manic-depressive illness see bipolar disorder
manic-depressive insanity (MDI) 21, 89
cyclothymia and hyperthymia as mild forms 183–4
disposition and subtypes
(Kraepelin) 180–1, 181 (table)
heterogeneity 185
historical background xv, 9, 14, 21, 89, 318
prognosis 405
"manic stupor" 18, 19, 20 (Table), 22, 23
marital stability 438
medical illness, bipolar disorders
comorbidity 223
melancholia 177, 463
etymology 4
historical concepts 175, 177–8, 316
Arataeus’s concepts 6–7
Classical period 2, 177–8
classification in 18th century 16
Kraepelin’s concept 10
nineteenth century 178–84, 191
origin 3
reactive depression differentiation 6
types 11
menopause, bipolar disorders 134–5
mental retardation, rapid-cycling bipolar disorder comorbidity 96
3-methoxy-4-hydroxyphenylglycol (MHPG) 287–8
mixed states 76
N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor 295
microsatellites 250
migraine 223
"mixed mood disorders" 16
mixed states (mixed bipolar disorders) 63–87, 281
adolescents 74–5, 104
age of onset 71
autonomic forms 24
clinical characteristics 56 (table), 64–5
comorbidity/associated conditions 72–4
concepts 81–2
not transitional state 81
"trapped" in switch process 81
"tripolar" model of bipolar disorder 81–2
course and outcome 70–2, 82
depressive symptoms in manic state 72
see also mixed mania (below)
development 21
epidemiology 70
family history 74–5
gender differences 70
groups/subtypes 24
heterogeneous states 82
historical background 14, 16–25
hypercortisolism 75, 282–3
mixed mania 67, 82
biological markers 282–3
concepts 80–1
definition 66
depressive symptoms in mania 65–8, 72
pure mania vs 66, 76
as severe mania 80–1
neurobiological measures 75–6
phenomenology 64–5
psychopathology
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anxiety symptoms 68–9
depressive symptoms in manic state 65–8, 72
manic symptoms in depressed state 68
psychotic symptoms 69
suicidal symptoms 68
response to treatment 76–80
antidepressants 79
antipsychotics 78–9
carbamazepine 78
ECT 78
lithium 76–7
other drugs 79–80
valproate 77–8, 363
risk factors 72, 82
signs/symptoms 56 (table), 64–5
temporal relationship of manic/depressive symptoms 72–3
types 22, 63
“mixity” 82
moclobemide 388
monoamine oxidase A (MAO A) 264, 268
monoamine oxidase inhibitors (MAOIs) 388
mania/hypomania switch due to 391–2
monophasic bipolar disorder 410
mood circularity, mixed states 72
disorders
development of mixed states 21 (Fig.)
subtypes 185
instability 319
irritable in adolescents 140
normal fluctuations 462
mood lability 50, 319
adolescent-onset bipolar disorder after 143
cyclothymic depression 50
predictive of hypomania 50 (table)
mood stabilizers 58, 294, 299–300, 349–72
anticonvulsant 297
see also anticonvulsants
antidepressants with 395–6, 399
antidepressive efficacy 395–6, 398
clozapine with 379
cost savings 443, 444
in elderly 163, 164–7
not licensed for bipolar depression 397
resistance 329
see also carbamazepine; gabapentin; lamotrigine; lithium; topiramate; valproate
“moral insanity” 13–14, 184
mortality rates 415–16
myristoylated alanine-rich C kinase substrate (MARCKS) protein 297
Naples study 420–1
narcissistic traits 55
National Comorbidity Survey (NCS) 217, 219, 220, 438
natural history, bipolar disorder 407, 437, 453
natural selection and psychoses 339
nervous system, development 336–7
neurasthenia 180
neurobiology, mixed states (mixed bipolar disorders) 75–6
neurochemical changes, bipolar disorders 287–8, 450–1
neurogenes 249
neuroimaging
bipolar disorders in elderly 161, 163
functional 286
neuroleptic malignant syndrome 377
neuroleptics see antipsychotics
neurological disorder comorbidity with bipolar disorders in old age 159–61
mania in old age 153–4, 160 (table)
neuroprotection, lithium 295, 296 (table)
neuropsychiatric abnormalities, mixed states association 74
neurotransmitters
lithium effect 294
mixed states 76
see also norepinephrine
neurotrophic factors 292
NIMH Collaborative Depression Study (CDS) 417–20
NIMH Genetics Initiative Pedigrees 258
nimodipine 102, 301
NMDA (N-methyl-D-aspartate) receptor 295
non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) 166
norepinephrine
levels in bipolar disorders 288
mixed states 76
obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) 73, 221
olanzapine 58, 301, 380–1
acute mania 381
adverse effects 148
in elderly 168
rapid-cycling bipolar disorder 102, 381
old age see elderly
Old Order Amish population 256, 257, 259
omega-3 fatty acids 302
onset of bipolar disorder 408–10
age at see age at onset
precipitants 409–10
type 409
opioid abuse 218
orbito-frontal circuit (OFC) 161
origin of bipolar disorder 2
see also historical background
outcome, bipolar disorder 407–8, 407 (table), 412–16, 438
clinical vs functional 417
definition and terminology 413
long-term studies 416–27
naturalistic studies 417, 418 (table)
persistent alterations 414–15
psychosocial 424, 425
retrospective studies 425–6
small studies 426–7
suicidality and mortality 415–16
unfavourable 414, 419
Out of Africa theory 338–9
panic disorder, bipolar disorder comorbidity 42, 220
parametric (lod score) method 251–2, 252 (table)
parathormone, increase, lithium side–effect 358
parental deprivation 266
Parkinson's disease 288, 295
paroxetine 395
PC12 cells 296
periodic, terminology 315–16
Perris, Carlo 12
persistent alternations 414–15
personality continuum theories 178
cyclothymic 182
depressive 188, 190
dispositions (Kraepelin) 180–1, 181 (table)
hypomanic 190
interactional styles and 205–6
manic 188, 190, 205
melancholic 188, 190, 206
premorbid 221
bipolar disorders 187
interactional styles and 211–12
schizoaffective disorders 113–14, 114 (fig.)
relapse prediction 424
subtypes
bipolar disorder subgroups 188–90
Kretschmer's 184
Rehm's 182
syntonic 185
traits in bipolar disorders 187–8
see also temperament
personality disorders 26
antisocial 222
bipolar disorder comorbidity 190–1, 221–2
adolescents 221
borderline 49, 222
histrionic 222
mixed states with 73
narcissistic 222
"subaffective” 190–1
pharmacodynamics, lithium, in old age 165
pharmacoeconomics 442–6
pharmacokinetics, ageing-induced changes 162, 164, 165
pharmacotherapy see individual drugs/bipolar disorders
"phasic psychoses” 11
phobia, bipolar disorder comorbidity 220
phosphoinositide abnormalities 292–3, 292 (table), 294
pimozide 376
pindolol 267
platelet proteins, cAMP-stimulated phosphorylation 292
Podaleirios 2
polycystic ovary syndrome 148
polydipsia, lithium side–effect 357
polymorphous phasic disorder 11, 111
polypharmacy, in old age 163
polyphasic bipolar disorder 410, 419
polyuria, lithium side–effect 357
positional cloning 249–50
positron emission tomography (PET) 286
post-partum period, psychiatric disorders 128–34
affective disorders 133 (table)
bipolar disorders 129, 130–4
long-term course and relapse 132–4
psychopathology and diagnosis 130–2
frequency 128
ICD-10 diagnoses 133 (table)
postnatal blues (baby blues) 128
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post-partum depression 128
post-partum psychosis 128, 130
psychiatric admissions after delivery 129
risk factors 129
schizoaffective disorders 133 (table), 134
post-stroke, bipolar disorder
comorbidity 96, 223
post-traumatic stress disorder 219
pregabalin 299
pregnancy, bipolar disorders 127
prepuberty, bipolar disorders 139
presenilin 1 255
prevalence of bipolar disorders 26–7
primary bipolar disorder 159
primidone, rapid-cycling bipolar disorder 103
prodromal signs, bipolar disorder 409
productivity, loss 439
prognosis, bipolar disorders 405–36
historical aspects 405–7
terminology 407–8
prophylaxis
anticonvulsants 360–1, 363
carbamazepine 360–1
lithium see lithium
valproate 363
protein kinase A (PKA), cAMP-dependent 291
protein kinase C (PKC) 289–91
enhanced activity 289–90, 289 (table), 295
inhibitor H7 290
lithium action 294, 295, 297
valproate action 297
pseudoautosomal hypothesis 236–7
pseudo-unipolar depression 38, 56, 322
carboxymениne 220
psychoeducation 365
bipolar disorders in adolescents 147
family intervention programme 204
psychological therapy see psychotherapy
psychopharmacogenetics 267–8
psychosis
age of onset 337 (fig.)
biological disadvantage/advantage 339
continuum 336, 338, 451
origin 336, 338
post-partum 128, 130
symptoms as disorders of language 340–2
psychosocial factors
precipitant of bipolar disorder 409–10
relapse association 424, 425
psychosocial interventions 425
psychotherapy 365, 428
in adolescents 147
economic impact 441–2
psychotic disorders, acute transient, post-partum 133 (table)
psychotic symptoms, in mixed states 69
public health, bipolar disorder 437–8
puerperal mania 130
pure phasic psychosis 11
quetiapine 168, 301
Rap1 292
rapid-cycling bipolar disorder 18, 89–109, 93–5
adolescents 104–5, 140
pharmacotherapy 148
age of onset 93, 94
in children 104–5
classification 90
comorbidity 95–6
hypothyroidism 92
substance abuse 94, 95–6
thyroid dysfunction 92, 95
definition 281–2
demographics 91–3
diurnal rhythms 104
elderly 93, 163
family history/genetics 93–5
historical aspects 89
induced by antidepressants 103, 323, 328–9, 394
lithium-resistant 100
mixed states 72
morbidty and outcome 419
outcome 329
pharmacotherapy 97–102
antidepressants 103, 391
carbamazepine 99
divalproex 100–1
lamotrigine 101–2
lithium 97–9
lithium prophylaxis vs combination therapy 100–1
lorzepam 98
olanzapine 102, 381
other drugs/therapies 102–4
thyroid supplementation 102
valproate 100–1
phenomenology 90–1
prevalence 91
prognosis 92, 96
recurrent major depression with 91
relapse and probability 93
response to treatment 93, 328–9
lithium 97–9
resistance to mood stabilizers 329
suicide attempts 96
ultra-rapid cycling 148
reading ability 342
recovery, definition 408
recurrence of bipolar disorder 408
prevention, lithium 351–7
recurrent, use of term 316
Rehm, O., personality subtypes 182
rehospitalization, risk factors and costs 439, 440
Reiss, E. 182
relapse, definition 408
remission, definitions 408
renal impairment, lithium side-effect 357
Research Diagnostic Criteria (RDC) 90–1, 100, 439–40
residual states 414–15
response, definition 408
restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) 250
Richarz, Frank 24
right hemisphere dysfunction 451
risperidone 301, 380
adverse effects 148
in elderly 168
lithium and haloperidol comparison 380
schizoaffective disorders 27, 111–25, 454
bipolar 15, 111–13, 112, 117–18, 122
characteristics 118–22
differences with bipolar affective disorders 15, 116–17, 118–22, 421–2
classification 15
comorbidity 118
concurrent 111
cycle duration 114, 117, 118, 121 (table)
cycle number and frequency 115, 116, 121 (table)
definition/diagnosis 117–18
differences between unipolar and bipolar 112, 113–15, 115–17 (tables), 421–2
differences with affective disorders 15, 115–17, 118–22, 421–2
genetics 244
historical background 14–15
longitudinal course and outcome 114–15, 115–16, 120 (table)
mixed type 25
monomorphic 112
outcome 422
polymorphism 111–13
polymorphous 112
post-partum 133 (table), 134
premorbid features 113–15, 119 (table)
sequential 111, 117–18
sociodemographic features 113–15, 113 (fig.) 115, 119 (table)
subtypes 122
treatment, clozapine 378, 379–80
unipolar 112, 117–18, 122
schizobipolar disorder 43
schizodepression 112
schizodominance 118, 122
schizomania 43, 112
post-partum 130
schizophrenia 111, 336
age of onset 453
ambidexterity 342
brain size 451
brain structural anomalies 451–3, 452 (table), 454
clozapine response 268
comorbidity 118
costs 441
left hemisphere dysfunction 451
post-partum 129, 130, 133 (table)
susceptibility genes 236–7
universalité of incidence 338
vulnerability-stress model 201, 204
seasonal affective disorder 7, 321
seasonal depression, atypical 56
seasons
cyclicity and 320–2
temperaments and 330
secondary mood disorders 154, 159, 162
second messengers 291, 292–3, 294
selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) 301
adolescent-onset bipolar disorder 149
bipolar depression 388
reduced risk of mania/hypomania switch 392, 393–4, 399
serotonergic system, changes in bipolar disorders 288
serotonin transporter (SERT) gene 263, 267
sex chromosomes 236
lateralization of brain and 343–4
sex-linkage of affective disorders 343–4
see also X chromosome
sexual appetite, hyperthymic depression 54
signal transduction 290, 291
silent cerebral infarctions 161
skin rashes 362, 364
sleep deprivation
  precipitant of bipolar disorder 410
  rapid-cycling bipolar disorder 103, 104
  slight asthenic insufficiency syndrome 415
social behaviour, deviant 454
social performance, bipolar disorders 206
sodium channels 294, 300
soft bipolar spectrum see bipolar spectrum
somatization disorder 223
 spatial orientation problems 342
speciation event, Homo sapiens 338–9
spectrum, bipolar see bipolar spectrum
speech disorder, affective symptoms as 341–2
stability of syndrome 412, 413
Stevens-Johnson syndrome 300, 362
stimulant abuse, bipolar disorder
  masked/unmasked by 52–3
Stransky, E. 183, 215
stressful life events see life events
strokes, bipolar disorder comorbidity 96, 223
subarachnoid haemorrhage 96
subdepressive syndrome, chronic 415
substance abuse
  alcohol see alcohol abuse
  amphetamines/stimulants 52–3
  bipolar disorder comorbidity 217–19, 218–19
    adolescents 143
    rapid-cycling 94, 95–6
  cocaine 217, 219
effect on bipolar disorder course 219
  masking/unmasking bipolar disorder 52–3
  mixed states with 73
suicidal ideation 68, 415
suicidal symptoms
  mixed states 68
  rapid-cycling bipolar disorder 96
suicide 415–16, 422
  attempted 415–16
  elderly bipolar patients 156
  risk decreased by lithium prophylaxis 356, 427
"sunny" bipolar II disorder 47
switch process
  antidepressants and manic switch see antidepressants
  from depression to hypomania 41
to hypomania after antidepressants see antidepressants
  mixed states as "trapped" 81
SY5Y cells 296
syntonic personality 185
tamoxifen 290–1, 290 (table)
tardive dyskinesia 58, 377
temperament 175–99
  affective 330
  choleric (irritable) 329
  concepts 175
  current views 330
  cyclicity and 329–30
cyclothymic see cyclothymic temperament
definition 185
depressive (dysthymic) 186, 330, 463
historical background
  classical period 176–7
  nineteenth century 178–84
twentieth century 184–5, 318
hyperthymic see hyperthymic temperament
melancholic 186, 329
phlegmatic 329
polar psychoses relationship 185–7
premorbid, mixed states 73
sanguine (hyperthymic) 329, 330
subtypes 184–5
see also personality
temporal lobe, volume loss 284, 453
teratogenesis
  carbamazepine 362
  lithium 359
thalassaemia minor 235
thioridazine 58
thiothixene 376
thought disturbance
  as disorders of language 340–1
  mixed states 21 (Fig.), 69
  post-partum bipolar disorder 130, 131
  (table)
thought inhibition 23
thymoleptic medication
  adolescent-onset bipolar disorder 149
  bipolar disorders in adolescents 147
thyroid dysfunction see hypothyroidism
thyroid gland, removal, rapid cycling 95
thyroid hormone deficiency, mixed states 75
thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH) mixed states 75–6
rapid-cycling bipolar disorder 95
thyroid supplementation, rapid-cycling bipolar disorder 102
L-thyroxine treatment 302
topiramate 300 adverse effects 300 mixed states 79–80 rapid-cycling bipolar disorder 103 adolescents 148 Tourette’s syndrome 221 tranylcypromine 388 treatment of bipolar disorders 58, 293–302 adolescents see adolescents, bipolar disorders costs see costs of bipolar disorder efficacy vs effectiveness 353, 417 elderly see elderly see also antidepressants; antipsychotics; lithium; mood stabilizers tremor, lithium side-effect 357–8 tricyclic antidepressants bipolar depression 388, 390 discontinuation 103 mania/hypomania switch due to 391–2, 393 mixed state treatment 79 rapid-cycling bipolar disorder 103 "tripolar" model of bipolar disorder 81–2 Turner's syndrome 343, 344 twin studies, bipolar disorder 232–3, 237, 244, 246–8, 283 typical neuroleptics see antipsychotics typus manicus personality 205 typus melancholicus personality 206 tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) 235, 256–7, 264, 268 gene 263 UCLA Study 423–5 ultra-rapid cycling disorder 148, 319 unidentified bright objects (UBOs) 285, 285 (fig.) unipolar affective disorders 12, 38 bipolar disorder differentiation 11–12, 421–2 Kraepelin’s unitary concept vs 9–10 bipolar disorder ratio 318
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post-partum 129
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Unitarian degeneration theory 178
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unproductive mania 22, 23
valproate 298, 362–4 acute mania 297 adolescent-onset bipolar disorder 148 adverse effects 148, 298, 363–4 elderly 167 costs 443, 444 efficacy in depressive episodes 362–3, 396 efficacy in manic episodes 362–3 in elderly 166–7 lamotrigine with 364 lithium with 298, 363 mania in old age 163 mixed states 77–8, 363 prevention of recurrences 363 rapid-cycling bipolar disorder 100–1 see also divalproex sodium valproic acid 298 in elderly 167 protein kinase C activity reduced 290, 290 (table) velo-cardio-facial syndrome 94, 223 ventricular enlargement 284, 449, 450, 451 verapamil 301 "vesania typica circularis" 14, 111 "victimization" hypothesis 202 volition disturbance, development of mixed states 21 (Fig.) von Zerssen, D., spectrum hypothesis 188–9, 191 vulnerability-stress model, schizophrenia 201, 204
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Y chromosome translocation of loci 344
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Y chromosome 343, 344
Young Mania Rating Scale (Y-MRS) 375, 381

Zeller’s Unitarian degeneration theory 178
Zendig 15
zuclopenthixol 375–6
Zurich Study (Angst & Preisig) 12, 422–3